Genome-wide microarray designs containing millions to hundreds of millions of probes are available for a variety of mammals, including mouse and human. These genome tiling arrays can potentially lead to significant advances in science and medicine, e.g., by indicating new genes and alternative primary and secondary transcripts. While bottom-up pattern matching techniques (e.g., hierarchical clustering) can be used to find gene structures in microarray data, we believe the many interacting hidden variables and complex noise patterns more naturally lead to an analysis based on generative models. We describe a generative model of tiling data and show how the sum-product algorithm can be used to infer hybridization noise, probe sensitivity, new transcripts, and alternative transcripts. The method, called GenRate, maximizes a global scoring function that enables multiple transcripts to compete for ownership of putative probes. We apply GenRate to a new exon tiling dataset from mouse chromosome 4 and show that it makes significantly more predictions than a previously described hierarchical clustering method at the same false positive rate. GenRate correctly predicts many known genes and also predicts new gene structures. As new problems arise, additional hidden variables can be incorporated into the model in a principled fashion, so we believe that GenRate will prove to be a useful tool in the new era of genome-wide tiling microarray analysis.
INTRODUCTION O
ne of the most important current problems in molecular biology is the development of techniques for building libraries of genes and gene variants for organisms, and in particular higher mammals such as mice and humans. Here, we describe the computational technique that we recently applied to a whole-genome exon-resolution microarray assay, yielding a comprehensive revision of the molecular biologist's view of the library of mammalian genes (Frey et al., 2005b ).
An analysis of genomic nucleotide sequence data can be used to build a library of genes and their variants (c.f. IHGSC, 2004) , but it is the mRNA molecules that are transcribed from genomic DNA (transcripts) that GENRATE 201 directly or indirectly constitute the library of functional elements. In fact, the many complex mechanisms that influence transcription of genomic DNA into mRNAs produce a set of functional transcripts that is much richer than can be currently explained by analyzing genomic DNA alone. This richness is due to many mechanisms including transcription of non-protein-coding mRNA molecules that are nonetheless functional (c.f. Storz, 2002) , tissue-specific transcriptional activity, alternative transcription of genomic DNA (e.g., alternative start/stop transcription sites), and alternative posttranscriptional splicing of mRNA molecules (c.f. Mironov et al., 1999; Maniatis et al., 2002; Burge et al., 1998; and Pan et al., 2005) . Instead of attempting to understand gene variants by studying genomic DNA alone, microarrays (Hughes et al., 2001; Nuwaysir et al., 2002) can be used to directly study the rich library of functional transcriptional variants. Previously, we used microarrays to study subsets of variants, including regulation of non-proteincoding mRNAs (Peng et al., 2003) and alternative-splicing variants (Pan et al., 2004; Shai et al., 2006) . Here, we describe a technique called GenRate, which applies the max-product variant of the sum-product algorithm in a graphical model, to perform a genome-wide analysis of exon-resolution microarray data. The algorithm accomplishes this by finding the global maximum of a genome-wide scoring function.
In 2001, Shoemaker et al. (2001) demonstrated for the first time how DNA microarrays can be used to validate and refine predicted transcripts in portions of human chromosome 22q, using 8,183 exon probes. By "tiling" the genome with probes, patterns of expression can be used to discover expressed elements. In the past three years, the use of microarrays for the discovery of expressed elements in genomes has increased with improvements in density, flexibility, and accessibility of the technology. Two complementary tiling strategies have emerged. In the first, the genome is tiled using candidate elements (e.g., exons, ORFs, genes, RNAs), each of which is identified computationally and is represented one or a few times on the array (Frey et al., 2005b; Shoemaker et al., 2001; Hild et al., 2003; Schadt et al., 2004; Pen et al., 2002) . In the second, the entire genome sequence is comprehensively tiled; e.g., overlapping oligonucleotides encompassing both strands are printed on arrays, such that all possible expressed sequences are represented (Shoemaker et al., 2001; Schadt et al., 2004; Rinn et al., 2003; Kapranov et al., 2002; Stolc et al., 2004; Yamada et al., 2003; Berman et al., 2004) . While the latter approach offers increased resolution, it is also more susceptible to false detections due to noise that is correlated as a consequence of genomic proximity (e.g., due to chromatin processing). Genome-wide tiling data using both approaches are now available (Frey et al., 2005b; Bertone et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2005) .
The above tiling approaches, as well as independent analysis by other methods (Hild et al., 2003; FANTOM, 2002) have indicated that a substantially higher proportion of genomes are expressed than are currently annotated. However, since microarray data is noisy and since probe sensitivity and crosshybridization noise can vary significantly from one probe to another (by up to a factor of 30 in oligonucleotide arrays [Hughes et al., 2001]) , it is quite difficult to control the false detection rate using only one tissue. Most protein-coding transcripts are composed of multiple exons, and most mammalian genes vary in expression between tissues, so tissue-dependent co-regulation of probes that are nearby in the genome provides evidence of a transcriptional unit (Shoemaker et al., 2001) . For example, in Frey et al. (2005b) we compared our multi-tissue results with the single-tissue results reported by Bertone et al. (2004) , and at the same false detection rate, our system detected 11 times more exons and confirmed 24 times more previously annotated exons.
Microarrays do not inherently provide information regarding the length of the RNA or DNA molecules detected, nor do they inherently reveal whether features designed to detect adjacent features on the chromosome are in fact detecting the same transcript. The mRNAs, which account for the largest proportion of transcribed sequence in a genome and present a particular challenge are composed only of spliced exons, often separated in the genome (and in the primary transcript) by thousands to tens of thousands of bases of intronic sequence. Each gene may have a variety of transcript variants, e.g., due to alternative splicing (Mironov et al., 1999; Maniatis et al., 2002) and exons that are conserved across species (e.g., human and mouse) often undergo species-specific splicing (Pan et al., 2005) . Identifying the exons that comprise individual transcripts from genome-or exon-tiling data is not a trivial task, since falsely predicted exons, overlapping features, transcript variants, and poor-quality measurements can confound assumptions based on simple correlation of magnitude or co-variation of expression.
Heuristics that group nearby probes using intensity of expression or co-regulation across experimental conditions can be used to approach this problem (Shoemaker et al., 2001; Schadt et al., 2004; Kapranov et al., 2002; Yamada et al., 2003; Bertone et al., 2004) . We will refer to such a co-regulated transcriptional 202 FREY ET AL. unit as a "CoReg." A CoReg provides evidence for a gene, which must satisfy other criteria, such as having an open reading frame and being expressed as a single transcript. In Shoemaker et al. (2001) , correlations between the expression patterns of nearby probes are used to merge probes into CoRegs. A merge step takes place if the correlation exceeds 0.5, but not if the number of nonmerged probes between the two candidate probes is greater than 5. In Kapranov et al. (2002) , the density of the activity map of RNA transcription is used to verify putative exons. In Bertone et al. (2004) , a single tissue is studied, and two probes are merged if their intensities are in the top ten percentiles and if they are within 250 nt of each other. In Schadt et al. (2004) , principal components analysis (PCA) is first applied to probes within a window. Then, the distribution of PCA-based Mahalanobis distances of probes are compared with the distribution of distances for known intron probes, and each probe is merged into a CoReg if the distance of the probe to a selection of the PCA subspaces is low.
While the above techniques have been quite helpful in analyzing microarray data, they share an important disadvantage in that they do not directly model various sources of noise and the noisy relationships between variables while simultaneously detecting transcripts. For example, a highly sensitive probe will indicate the presence of transcript, even if the true abundance is negligible. A poorly designed probe will crosshybridize to many other transcripts, again misleadingly indicating the presence of the transcript for which the probe was designed. By not optimizing a global scoring function derived from a model of the various processes, these techniques tend to make greedy local decisions that are not globally optimal. For example, while the assignment of a probe to a CoReg may be locally optimal, this decision removes the probe from consideration in other CoRegs, so the decision may not be globally optimal. Further, because these techniques do not clearly identify the probabilistic relationships between relevant hidden variables (e.g., gene start/stop sites), it is not straightforward to modify them to account for new hidden variables or new data types. Also, because the separation between modeling assumptions and the optimization technique is not clear, it is difficult to improve performance in a principled manner.
Inspired by recent successes (c.f. Friedman et al. [2000] , Yeang and Jaakkola [2003] , and Segal et al. [2003] ) in using graphical probability models and in particular factor graphs (Kschischang et al., 2001) to analyze microarray data, we have developed a generative probability model which jointly accounts for the stochastic nature of the arrangement of exons in genomic DNA, the stochastic nature of transcript expression, and the properties of probe sensitivity and noise in the microarray data. Inference in this model balances different sources of probabilistic evidence and makes a globally optimal set of decisions for CoRegs, after combining probabilistic evidence. We describe how the max-product variant of the sum-product algorithm can be used for efficient probabilistic inference. We compare the performance of our technique with a bottom-up threshold-based hierarchical clustering method similar to that of Shoemaker et al. (2001) , and we find that at low false positive rates, GenRate finds at least five times more exons.
MICROARRAY DATA
The microarray dataset, a portion of which is shown in Fig. 1 , is a subset of a full-genome dataset described by Frey et al. (2005b) . Briefly, exons were predicted from repeat-masked mouse draft genome sequence (Build 28) using five different exon-prediction programs. Once Build 33 became available, we mapped the putative exons to the new genome using BLAT (Kent, 2002) . (While this data is based on putative exons, GenRate can be applied to any sequence-based expression dataset, including genome tiling data.) A total of 48,966 nonoverlapping putative exons were contained on chromosome 4 in Build 33. One 60-mer oligonucleotide probe for each exon was selected using conventional procedures, such that its binding free energy for the corresponding putative exon was as low as possible compared to its binding free energy with sequence elsewhere in the genome, taking into account other constraints on probe design. (For simplicity, we assume each probe has a unique position in the genome.) Array designs were submitted to Agilent Technologies (Palo Alto, California) for array production. Twelve diverse samples were hybridized to the arrays, each consisting of a pool of cDNA from poly-A selected mRNA from mouse tissues (37 tissues in total were represented). The pools were designed to maximize the diversity of genes expressed between the pools, without diluting them beyond detection limits (Zhang et al., 2004) . Scanned microarray images were quantitated with GenePix (Axon Instruments) and complex noise structures (spatial trends, blobs, smudges) were removed from the images using our spatial detrending algorithm (Shai et al., 2003) . For each of the 48,966 probes, the 12 values were then normalized to have intensities ranging from 0 to 1.
GENRATE'S GENERATIVE MODEL
Our model accounts for the expression data by identifying a large number of CoRegs, each of which spans a certain number of probes. Each probe within a CoReg may correspond to an exon that is part of the CoReg or an intron that is not part of the CoReg. The probes for the tiling data are indexed by i, and the probes are ordered according to their positions in the genome. Denote the expression vector for probe i by x i , which contains the levels of expression of probe i across M experimental conditions. In our data, there are M = 12 tissue pools, so x i is a 12-dimensional real-valued vector.
While some CoRegs are easy to identify using the microarray data (see Fig. 1 ), others are hard to detect because of the many hidden variables that combine to produce noisy microarray profiles. These hidden variables include probe sensitivity (affinity), cross-hybridization, spurious noise, variations in splicing, variations in biological importance of transcript abundance (e.g., due to variations in translational efficiency), and chance agreement of expression profiles for probes not belonging to the same transcript. If we could exactly model the generative process involving all physical effects, inverse inference in this model could be used to detect CoRegs with minimum error. GenRate uses a generative model that accounts for some of these effects in a simplified way.
Our generative model accounts for discrete events, such as the length of a CoReg and whether or not a particular probe is an exon, as well as continuous events, in particular the observed expression profile x i of probe i. The model of expression profiles corresponding to exons in a CoReg should account for variations due to probe sensitivity, probe cross-hybridization, probe noise, alternative splicing, alternative transcription start/stop sites, and other effects. We assume the exon profiles are independent, given a set of parameters associated with the CoReg. Initially, we investigated a continuous parameterization and an expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) that jointly estimates the parameters associated with the CoRegs and assigns probes to CoRegs. However, the EM algorithm is highly susceptible to finding poor local maxima of the joint distribution, and this approach was unsuccessful.
To avoid poor solutions, we reformulated the CoReg model (Frey et al., 2005a (Frey et al., , 2005c in a way that enables our algorithm to find the global maximum during inference and learning, i.e., our algorithm can perform exact learning. The trick is to parameterize the CoReg model using discrete pointers into the input data. It is easiest to understand this idea by imagining how a set of expression profiles belonging to a CoReg is generated. The first step in the generative process is that one expression profile is randomly chosen to be the "prototype" for the CoReg. The selection of the prototype can be represented as drawing a discrete random variable, namely the probe index of the prototype. Next, the expression profile for the prototype is generated from a distribution that is shared across all CoRegs. Finally, the expression profiles for all other exons in the CoReg are generated using the prototype and the CoReg model.
Since the probes for exons belonging to a CoReg will be close to each other in the genome, the probe index of the prototype can be efficiently represented using a relative index. For probe i, denote the relative index of its prototype by r i . So, if probe i corresponds to an exon, its profile x i is modeled using the CoReg prototype x i+r i . In this paper, we use a simplified CoReg model, which does not account for alternative splicing and other complicated variations. However, the CoReg model can be modified in a straightforward fashion to account for these variations. Here, we account for probe sensitivity, average cross-hybridization signal, and spurious probe noise. The sensitivity (affinity) of probe i, relative to the sensitivity of its prototype probe is represented by the real-valued variable s i,1 . The average cross-hybridization signal is assumed to be tissue independent and is represented by the real-valued variable s i,2 . The standard deviation of the spurious noise is s i,3 . Together, the variables accounting for variations in the signal from probe i are denoted s i = (s i,1 , s i,2 , s i,3 ). Assuming normally distributed noise, the model of profile
where
denotes the expression level of probe i in the kth tissue pool. A random variable e i is used to describe whether putative probe i corresponds to a true exon (e i = EXON) or a non-exon (e i = NON-EXON). If probe i does not correspond to an exon, its profile is modeled using a background distribution,
which is estimated using all expression profiles, regardless of whether they correspond to exons or introns. It turns out that during inference, GenRate compares the probability density of the profile for a putative exon under a CoReg model with the background distribution. Profiles that are more common in the data must better match the CoReg model to be considered as exons, since they are more likely to be generated at random. (This part of the generative model corresponds to a statistical test where the data is randomly permuted.) In our experiments, we estimated f 0 on a chip-by-chip basis using a mixture of 100 isotropic Gaussians. By estimating f 0 for each chip, we minimized bias due to chip-dependent experimental conditions. The state of transcription is represented using a discrete random variable t i : t i = START indicates the start of a CoReg, i.e., that probe i is the first exon in a CoReg; t i = COREG corresponds to a state within a CoReg, i.e., that probes i − 1 and i are in the same CoReg; t i = NON-COREG corresponds to a state in-between CoRegs, i.e., neither probe i − 1 nor probe i are in a CoReg; t i = END+START indicates the end of a CoReg and the start of a new CoReg, i.e., that probe i − 1 is the last exon in a CoReg and probe i is the first exon in a new CoReg; t i = END+NON-COREG indicates the end of a CoReg and no new CoReg, i.e., that probe i − 1 is the last exon in a CoReg and probe i is not in a CoReg.
The only remaining random variable that we account for is the length of a CoReg. Several representations of length are possible: number of base pairs in the genome, including introns; number of base pairs in the genome, excluding introns; number of exons; and number of probes from our probe set. It is desirable to specify a prior distribution on CoReg length so as to avoid predicting unrealistically long CoRegs. Also, since GenRate is meant to detect novel transcripts, we want to avoid priors that bias detection toward previously annotated genes. To satisfy these requirements, we represent length using the number of probes and we use a prior that is weak over a finite range of lengths. We assume that given the identity of the prototype for a CoReg, the number of probes belonging to the CoReg in the segments before and after the prototype are geometrically distributed with length parameter λ: P (number of probes in CoReg before prototype = n) = (1/λ)(1 − 1/λ) n and P (number of probes in CoReg after prototype = n) = (1/λ)(1 − 1/λ) n . Note that the first probability can also be expressed as P (number of probes between start of CoReg and prototype = n) = (1/λ)(1 − 1/λ) n . In practice, we truncate the geometric distributions over length, so that the number of probes before and after the prototype does not exceed W . The probability of starting a CoReg is specified by the parameter κ. When a CoReg starts, the relative position of the prototype r i is randomly selected from a geometric distribution with length parameter λ, as described above. If the first exon is a prototype, its expression profile x i has probability density f 0 (x i ). Otherwise, the profile is generated by drawing the probe sensitivity variables s i and then sampling x i from the density f (x i ; x i+r i , s i ), described above. The generative process then moves on to the next probe.
If the prototype profile has not yet been generated (which is the case if and only if r i−1 > 0), the process must stay in the CoReg state. Otherwise, the process leaves the CoReg state with probability 1/λ (corresponding to a geometric distribution over the number of probes following the prototype in a Coreg, as described above). In the figure If the process stays in the CoReg state, the relative index of the prototype is decremented by 1. Next, the current probe is randomly chosen to be a non-exon with probability ν or an exon with probability 1 − ν. However, if the current probe is the prototype, it must be an exon, so the above probabilities are modified to be [r i = 0]ν and 1 − [r i = 0]ν. If the probe corresponds to a non-exon, its profile is drawn from the density function f 0 (x i ); otherwise, the probe sensitivity variables s i are drawn and the profile is generated from the density f (x i ; x i+r i , s i ).
FIG. 2.
A state diagram shows how GenRate makes transitions into and out of CoRegs and generates profiles for exons and nonexons. The process is described by three parameters: κ, the probability of starting a CoReg; λ, the length parameter specifying the distribution over CoReg length; and ν, the probability of a nonexon within a CoReg.
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When the process leaves the CoReg state, either a new CoReg is immediately started with probability κ or the process enters the non-CoReg state with probability 1 − κ. In the non-CoReg state, probe profiles are repeatedly drawn according to the density f 0 (x i ) until the process starts a new CoReg.
The GenRate model and factor graph
An efficient representation of the state of the model is obtained if the relative index variable r i is extended to take on the attribute NON-COREG (r i never takes on this value in the state diagram described above, but introducing this value simplifies inference). Assuming the numerical values of r i are between −W and W , r i can take on the values {−W, . . . , W, NON-COREG}. The joint distribution over all relative index variables R, all profiles X , all transcription states T , all exon indicators E and all probe sensitivity variables S can be written in an efficiently factorized form:
P (r i |r i−1 )P (t i |r i , r i−1 )P (s i )P (x i , e i |s i , r i , x i−W , . . . , x i+W ),
where N is the number of probes. The above decomposition of the joint distribution into a product of conditional distributions is in general impossible, since pairs of variables (e.g., (This kind of model can be described using a factor graph, as explained below.) The distribution over the relative index variables is given by 
Here,
is a geometric distribution on r i with mean λ, but truncated so that 0 ≤ r i ≤ W , and W should be chosen so that the truncation does not significantly affect the mean of r i . The initial state, r 0 , is set to NON-COREG. Using this representation, the transcription variable t i is a deterministic function of r i−1 and r i : (3) accounts for the density of the observed expression profile x i and the probability of the exon indicator variable e i (which depends on whether there is a CoReg): 
The expression profile densities for an exon, f (x i ; x i+r i , s i ), and a non-exon, f 0 (x i ), are given in (1) and (2). Because of the apparently contradictory conditions, the factorization of the joint distribution in (3) cannot be directly described using a Bayesian network, and because of the apparently dense dependencies (number of arguments in the P (x i , e i | . . . ) terms), the factorization cannot be succinctly described directly using a Markov network (MRF). However, the model is well described using a factor graph (Kschischang et al., 2001) , as shown in Fig. 3a . There are two types of node in this graphical model: each variable node corresponds to a random variable in (3), while each function node corresponds to a function or probability distribution in (3). Here, the function nodes are shown as solid squares. Each function node is connected to all variables in the function's argument, and each variable node is connected to all functions that depend on the variable.
GenRate's parameters
There are three user-specified parameters: the probability of starting a CoReg, κ; the CoReg length parameter, λ; and the probability that a probe within a CoReg is not an exon, ν. In the experiments described below, we used λ = 20 and ν = 0.3, which were selected based on previously annotated genes in the RefSeq database. The parameter κ was varied from 10 −22 to 10 −0.22 to obtain results ranging from low sensitivity (high specificity) to high sensitivity (low specificity).
EXACT INFERENCE AND EXACT LEARNING
The expression profiles are observed, so x i is a constant in the term P (x i , e i |s i , r i , x i−W , . . . , x i+W ) in (3). Consequently, the distribution over the remaining, unobserved variables is described by the factor graph in Fig. 3b , where the x i 's are removed. This factor graph is a tree, so the sum-product and maxproduct algorithms (Kschischang et al., 2001) can be used to compute the most probable configuration of all variables and the posterior marginal probabilities of all variables. These algorithms are similar to the belief propagation and belief revision algorithms (Pearl, 1988) , except that whereas Pearl's algorithms are suited to directed graphical models, the max-product and sum-product algorithms are appropriate for any global function that can be decomposed into a product of functions of subsets of variables.
Note: In contrast to EM learning algorithms (Dempster et al., 1977) , probabilistic inference in the factor graph shown in Fig. 3b does not just perform an E step, but instead jointly performs exact inference and learning.
When the max-product or sum-product algorithm is applied in this factor graph, it makes use of three kinds of message: messages passed bottom-up to the r's, messages passed forward along the chain, and FIG. 3. (a) A factor graph describes how the joint probability distribution (global scoring function) decomposes into many functions (filled black squares) relating observed variables and hidden variables. Vector x i is the real-valued expression vector for probe i; s i is a real-valued 3-vector containing the relative sensitivity s i,1 of probe i, the tissueindependent average cross-hybridization signal s i,2 for probe i, and the standard deviation of spurious noise s i,3 for probe i; e i is a binary variable indicating whether probe i corresponds to an exon or a nonexon; if probe i corresponds to an exon, r i is the relative position (in probe index) of the expression profile x i+r i that is representative of the CoReg containing the exon; t i is the transcriptional state and takes on any one of the values NON-COREG, START, COREG, END+NON-COREG, or END+START (e.g., t i = END+START indicates probe i − 1 is the last probe in a CoReg and probe i is the first probe in a new CoReg). The x's are observed; all other variables are hidden. (b) Since the x's are observed, they can be removed from the factor graph. The max-product algorithm can be applied in the resulting tree to perform exact inference and learning, i.e., find the CoReg prototypes and hidden variable values that maximize the joint distribution over prototypes and hidden variables. messages passed backward along the chain. Each bottom-up message provides evidence for the value of r i , as given by maximizing or summing/integrating over the hidden variables s i and e i . We used the max-product algorithm to obtain our results, so we give the max-product algorithm message updates. The sum-product algorithm message updates are obtained by replacing maximization operations with summation/integration operations. The bottom-up message sent to r i is µ ↑ (r i ) = max 
For each of the 2(W + 1) values of r i , this message can be computed efficiently by maximizing (1) w.r.t. the s-variables, essentially performing a constrained linear regression of x i on x i+r i .
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After the bottom-up messages have been computed, the forward messages are updated in sequence and then the backward messages are updated in reverse sequence, in the same fashion as the forward-backward algorithm. The forward message sent to r i is
Note that because t i is a deterministic function of r i and r i−1 , it does not play a role in the the algorithm, but can be determined once inference is complete, using (5). The backward message sent to r i is
These messages provide evidence for the relative index at probe i, as given by upstream and downstream microarray data. After the upward, forward, and backward passes are complete, the messages can be combined to reveal the most probable configuration of the hidden variables. The most probable value of r i is
Once these variables are determined, (5) is used to determine the transcriptional state, t * i . Whether probe i is an exon or a non-exon, i.e., the value of e * i , is given by determining what value of e i was used to obtain the maximum in (7), for r i = r * i . The configuration of the hidden variables determined as described above identifies CoReg boundaries and for each probe in the CoReg, whether or not it corresponds to an exon. The only free parameter in the model is κ, which sets the statistical significance of the genes found by GenRate.
We implemented the max-product inference algorithm in MATLAB, and for a given value of κ, our implementation takes approximately one hour on a 2.4 GHz PC to process the set of 1.14 million probes and 12 tissue pools described by Frey et al. (2005b) (using W = 100). Figure 4 shows snapshots of the GenRate view screen at a false exon detection rate of 2.7%. The on-line UCSC-linked viewer and data are available at www.psi.toronto.edu/genrate. These snapshots exemplify four important properties of GenRate. First, GenRate cannot detect genes that do not have distinct expression patterns across the experimental conditions (12 tissue pools). Second, GenRate is able to detect bona fide genes (compare GenRate's output, row 12, with flags from databases of previously annotated exons, rows 6-11), even when the raw probe signals have low intensity (row 25). Third, GenRate is able to detect bona fide genes, even when the expression profiles are quite noisy and the raw probe signals have low intensity. Fourth, GenRate is able to detect completely new exons and resolve discrepancies in existing human and mouse databases of expressed cDNAs and ESTs (including Ensembl, FANTOM2, RefSeq, and Unigene). For example, Frey et al. (2005b) describe a new mouse gene detected by GenRate as a single CoReg that consists of multiple previously annotated mouse clones plus completely new exons. This CoReg has an open reading frame and was confirmed using RT-PCR sequencing.
RESULTS
Using RT-PCR, we verified several CoRegs detected by GenRate. Figure 5 shows the RT-PCR results for three predictions. The two PCR primers for each predicted transcript are from different exons separated by thousands of bases in the genome. For each predicted transcript, we selected a tissue pool with high microarray expression. We included the ubiquitously expressed gene GAPDH to ensure proper RT-PCR amplification. The RT-PCR results confirm the predicted transcripts.
In the following sections, we shift from a focus on biology to a focus on elucidating the advantages of GenRate as a computational tool. A more comprehensive description of novel biological results appears in Frey et al. (2005b) .
Estimating the false detection rate
An important motivation for approaching this problem using a probability model is that the model should be capable of balancing probabilistic evidence provided by the expression data and the genomic exon arrangements. For example, there are several expression profiles that occur frequently in the data (in particular, profiles where activity in a single tissue pool dominates). If two of these profiles are found adjacent to each other in the data, should they be labeled as a CoReg? Obviously not, since this event occurs with high probability, even if the putative exons are arranged in random order.
To test the statistical significance of the results obtained by GenRate, we constructed a new version of the dataset, where the order of the columns (probes) is randomly permuted. For each value of κ in a range of values, we applied GenRate to the original data and the permuted data and measured the number of detected exons and CoRegs in the original data and the number of falsely detected exons and CoRegs in the permuted data. Figure 6a shows the number of exons detected by GenRate in chromosome 4 versus the number of exons detected in the permuted data (estimated false detections). Figure 6b shows the number of detected CoRegs versus estimated number of falsely detected CoRegs. These curves demonstrate that GenRate is able to robustly detect CoRegs and associated exons. As the false detection levels vanish, the numbers of detected exons and CoRegs remain stable. So, GenRate can be operated at a quite low false detection rate (high specificity) and still detect a major proportion of the exons and CoRegs that it is capable of detecting.
An interesting question is what is the accuracy of GenRate? While this question cannot be precisely answered, since not all genes are known, it is possible to compare the accuracy of GenRate with other techniques using a reference set of genes. This comparison is made by Frey et al. (2005b) ; below, we compare GenRate with hierarchical agglomerative clustering.
Comparison with hierarchical clustering
A previously described technique for assembling CoRegs from microarray tiling data consists of recursively merging pairs of probes into clusters, based on the correlation between the corresponding expression profiles and the distance between the probes in the genome (Shoemaker et al., 2001) . In particular, if the correlation exceeds a threshold θ 1 and the number of probes between the candidate pair of probes is less than another threshold θ 2 , the candidate pair of probes are merged. In Fig. 7 , we compare the percentage recall of RefSeq exons versus the percentage false recall (based on the permutation test) of GenRate and this recursive clustering procedure. We tried a large number of different values of θ 1 and θ 2 when performing the hierarchical clustering. For low levels of false percentage recall, GenRate correctly detects at least five times more exons.
Effect of ignoring hidden variables
What happens if hidden variables are not properly accounted for during inference? In particular, we examined the performance of GenRate when hidden variables describing probe properties were not inferred jointly with the other hidden variables. For each probe, we set its sensitivity, s i,1 , and average crosshybridization level, s i,2 , so that all probes had the same range of expression levels across the experimental conditions. We then applied GenRate and found that for false exon detection rates ranging from 0.13% to 32%, the number of detected exons decreased by a relative amount of 30-36%. We tried several other techniques for normalizing the probe signals prior to inferring CoRegs and found that other normalizations led to greater decreases in sensitivity.
Lengths of GenRate CoRegs
Interestingly, for reasons that are not straightforward, the genes found by GenRate tend to be longer than genes in cDNA databases. Whereas the mean and median lengths (in exons) of sequences in RefSeq are 8.12 and 6, the mean and median lengths of CoRegs detected by GenRate are 12.83 and 10. This effect can partly be accounted for by the fact that GenRate tends to find long transcripts because they have higher statistical significance than short transcripts (e.g., those containing 1 or 2 exons). However, there are two other explanations that should be considered. Neighboring RefSeq sequences that (The on-line UCSC-linked GenRate genome browser and raw data matrix are available at www.psi.toronto.edu/genrate.) The parameter κ was set so that 2.7% of detected exons are expected to be false, based on a permutation test applied to the probe ordering. Each column corresponds to a probe for a putative exon, with chromosomal locations shown at top. Rows 1-5 indicate the program used to identify the putative exon for which the probe was designed; rows 6-11 indicate which of six human and mouse cDNA and EST databases have an annotation for the putative exon (changes in color indicate changes in cDNA/EST identity); row 12 indicates exons detected by GenRate; rows 13-24 show expression across the 12 tissue pools (intensity map in lower left); row 25 shows the raw intensity of the probe signal. are co-regulated may be identified by GenRate as belonging to a single transcript. We found that 23% of pairs of detected neighboring sequences in RefSeq were identified as a single CoReg by GenRate. While many such mergings are likely to be false, it is possible that in a major proportion of these cases the neighboring pair of sequences in the cDNA database are in fact a single gene and that GenRate is correctly merging the predictions. This possibility is consistent with the latest revision of the human genome, which shows that the number of genes is significantly lower than previously predicted (IHGSC, 2004) , so that average gene length is longer than previously thought. In Frey et al. (2005b) , we describe a CoReg containing four RefSeq clones, which we show is in fact a single gene, by sequencing RT-PCR reactions and checking for an open reading frame.
SUMMARY
GenRate is the first microarray-based transcript detection technique to make use of a generative model that jointly accounts for genomic arrangement of probes and a model of expression profiles. GenRate efficiently detects novel transcripts in genome-wide tiling data, by finding the maximum of a global scoring function and performing exact inference and learning. Our MATLAB implementation takes less than one hour on a single-processor machine to process 1.14 million probes and we expect a C implementation would take an order of magnitude less time. By balancing different sources of uncertainty, GenRate is able to achieve significantly higher sensitivity at the same false detection rate, compared to correlation-based hierarchical clustering methods. Interestingly, even for vanishing false detection rates, GenRate robustly detects a major portion of true positive genes. Applied to our exon-tiling microarray data, GenRate identifies many novel transcripts with a low false positive rate. As described by Frey et al. (2005b) , many of these transcripts have been confirmed, including an ∼11,000 bp transcript containing four RefSeq mouse cDNAs, and GenRate reveals a surprising result regarding our view of the library of mammalian genes.
Because GenRate is based on a principled probability model, additional hidden variables can be incorporated in a straight-forward fashion. For example, a difficult challenge in ultra high-resolution tiling experiments (Cheng et al., 2005) is that noise levels on nearby probes in the genome are highly correlated. Consequently, techniques that apply thresholds to signal levels and group sequences of probes with high intensities likely produce many false detections because of correlated noise. By including a correlated noise variable in GenRate, it is potentially possible to jointly recover correlated noise patterns and discover transcripts with a lower false detection rate. Because of its versatility, principled design, and computational efficiency, we believe GenRate will be a useful tool in the analysis of a wide range of large-scale genome-tiling datasets.
